Fall, TT
4-5 MT W is walk-in tutoring. Contact us to reserve a time.
English Language Tutoring:
46 SSC

Fall, TT
Also: WTH 1120

Topics in Academic Reading II
English for Academic Writers (connected to college writing course)

Topics in Academic Reading I (for multi-lingual learning community)
Academic Listening: Listening and Speaking in the College Classroom
English for Academic Writing

Fall: language

Antonia Kueffer
Robin Murphy, Program Coordinator
www.aium.edu
Tel: 218.726.7832

The Academic English Language Program

Solon Campus Center
SCC 46

400-5500

Monday
400-500

Tuesday
10:00-1:00 (sign up)
400-500 (walk-in)

Fall 2011
One-on-One
Tutoring Services

Need to proofread a paper? Grammar questions? We're here to help!

Fall 2011
Editing & Language Tutoring

4.5pm M-T W are open walk-in hours

The Academic English Language Program